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Abstract
Over the past decade, the public awareness and availability as well as methods for
the creation and use of spatial data on the Web have steadily increased. Besides
the establishment of governmental Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs), numerous
volunteered and commercial initiatives had a major impact on that development.
Nevertheless, data isolation still poses a major challenge. Whereas the majority of
approaches focuses on data provision, means to dynamically link and combine spatial
data from distributed, often heterogeneous data sources in an ad hoc manner are
still very limited. However, such capabilities are essential to support and enhance
information retrieval for comprehensive spatial decision making.
To facilitate spatial data fusion in current SDIs, this thesis has two main objectives.
First, it focuses on the conceptualization of a service-based fusion process to function-
ally extend current SDI and to allow for the combination of spatial data from different
spatial data services. It mainly addresses the decomposition of the fusion process
into well-defined and reusable functional building blocks and their implementation as
services, which can be used to dynamically compose meaningful application-specific
processing workflows. Moreover, geoprocessing patterns, i.e. service chains that
are commonly used to solve certain fusion subtasks, are designed to simplify and
automate workflow composition.
Second, the thesis deals with the determination, description and exploitation
of spatial data relations, which play a decisive role for spatial data fusion. The
approach adopted is based on the Linked Data paradigm and therefore bridges
SDI and Semantic Web developments. Whereas the original spatial data remains
within SDI structures, relations between those sources can be used to infer spatial
information by means of Semantic Web standards and software tools.
A number of use cases were developed, implemented and evaluated to underpin
the proposed concepts. Particular emphasis was put on the use of established open
standards to realize an interoperable, transparent and extensible spatial data fusion
process and to support the formalized description of spatial data relations. The
developed software, which is based on a modular architecture, is available online
as open source. It allows for the development and seamless integration of new
functionality as well as the use of external data and processing services during
workflow composition on the Web.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Entwicklung des Internet im Laufe des letzten Jahrzehnts hat die Verfügbarkeit
und öffentliche Wahrnehmung von Geodaten, sowie Möglichkeiten zu deren Erfassung
und Nutzung, wesentlich verbessert. Dies liegt sowohl an der Etablierung amtlicher
Geodateninfrastrukturen (GDI), als auch an der steigenden Anzahl Community-
basierter und kommerzieller Angebote. Da der Fokus zumeist auf der Bereitstellung
von Geodaten liegt, gibt es jedoch kaum Möglichkeiten die Menge an, über das
Internet verteilten, Datensätzen ad hoc zu verlinken und zusammenzuführen, was
mitunter zur Isolation von Geodatenbeständen führt. Möglichkeiten zu deren Fusion
sind allerdings essentiell, um Informationen zur Entscheidungsunterstützung in Bezug
auf raum-zeitliche Fragestellungen zu extrahieren.
Um eine ad hoc Fusion von Geodaten im Internet zu ermöglichen, behandelt diese
Arbeit zwei Themenschwerpunkte. Zunächst wird eine dienstebasierten Umsetzung
des Fusionsprozesses konzipiert, um bestehende GDI funktional zu erweitern. Dafür
werden wohldefinierte, wiederverwendbare Funktionsblöcke beschrieben und über
standardisierte Diensteschnittstellen bereitgestellt. Dies ermöglicht eine dynamische
Komposition anwendungsbezogener Fusionsprozesse über das Internet. Des weiteren
werden Geoprozessierungspatterns definiert, um populäre und häufig eingesetzte
Diensteketten zur Bewältigung bestimmter Teilaufgaben der Geodatenfusion zu
beschreiben und die Komposition und Automatisierung von Fusionsprozessen zu
vereinfachen.
Als zweiten Schwerpunkt beschäftigt sich die Arbeit mit der Frage, wie Relationen
zwischen Geodatenbeständen im Internet erstellt, beschrieben und genutzt werden
können. Der gewählte Ansatz basiert auf Linked Data Prinzipien und schlägt eine
Brücke zwischen diensteorientierten GDI und dem Semantic Web. Während somit
Geodaten in bestehenden GDI verbleiben, können Werkzeuge und Standards des
Semantic Web genutzt werden, um Informationen aus den ermittelten Geodatenrela-
tionen abzuleiten.
Zur Überprüfung der entwickelten Konzepte wurde eine Reihe von Anwendungs-
fällen konzipiert und mit Hilfe einer prototypischen Implementierung umgesetzt
und anschließend evaluiert. Der Schwerpunkt lag dabei auf einer interoperablen,
transparenten und erweiterbaren Umsetzung dienstebasierter Fusionsprozesse, sowie
einer formalisierten Beschreibung von Datenrelationen, unter Nutzung offener und
etablierter Standards. Die Software folgt einer modularen Struktur und ist als Open
Source frei verfügbar. Sie erlaubt sowohl die Entwicklung neuer Funktionalität durch
Entwickler als auch die Einbindung existierender Daten- und Prozessierungsdienste
während der Komposition eines Fusionsprozesses.
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1 Introduction
“Where is the information we have lost in data?” 1
This phrase is quite popular to describe one of the major problems of today’s
information age: How can meaningful information, or at least useful data, be
generated from the vast amount of available data, in particular on the Web? The
underlying rationale is that more data does not automatically imply more information.
In the (geo)spatial domain, the motivation to create, store and provide spatial data
on the Web is manifold and comprises legislation, open data movements, community
building and commercial interests. However, attempts to link and combine those
sources for information retrieval in an ad hoc manner are still very limited.
Spatial data fusion has already been subject to research for several decades. The
first approaches on digital spatial data fusion were conducted in a study between
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the Bureau of Census in the
late 1980s for the consolidation of digital maps, mainly based on feature matching
and positional re-alignment (Saalfeld 1988). Since then, numerous studies have
developed different classifications, methodological approaches and application use
cases. An corresponding literature overview is provided in Chapter 2 (Wiemann
and Bernard 2016).
Although considerable efforts have been made, spatial data fusion continuously
appeared on the research agendas for geospatial information science (Goodchild
2008). It is considered an essential technological and organizational requirement to
realize the vision of a Digital Earth (Craglia et al. 2012; Gore 1998). In recent
years, the focus shifted from the combination of spatial data in traditional Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) to the synthesis of spatial data with the steadily growing
amount of heterogeneous data sources available on the Web (Craglia et al. 2012;
Shekhar et al. 2015). This especially refers to Volunteered Geographic Information
(VGI), a term coined by Goodchild (2007) to describe the emerging collaborative
efforts on the provision and exchange of user-generated spatial data on the Web.
Approaches to combine spatial data in a meaningful manner are also considered an
essential prerequisite for the development of a Semantic Geospatial Web (Egenhofer
2002), which is also driven by an ongoing collaboration between the Open Geospatial
1extension to The Rock by T.S. Eliot (London: Faber & Faber, 1934), stating
“Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?”
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Consortium (OGC) and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) within the Spatial
Data on the Web Working Group2 (Taylor and Parsons 2015).
With reference to the combination of distributed spatial data sources using services,
spatial data fusion is acknowledged by the International Organization for Standard-
ization (ISO), which refers to geographic data fusion as a services organizer folder
containing “references to a set of services that are applicable to a given situation”
(ISO 2016). In addition to geoprocessing services, this also comprises services for
human interaction, service chaining, workflow enactment and system management.
This thesis investigates possibilities, requirements and limiting factors for data
fusion in Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs). It focuses on the service-based im-
plementation of the whole process and the handling of spatial data relations under
consideration of existing standards in the geospatial and Semantic Web domain. The
following sections introduce the basic terminology and definitions as used in this
thesis (Section 1.1), the general problem description (Section 1.2) and the major
research questions to be answered (Section 1.3). It is followed by three publications
in the Chapters 2, 3 and 4, which constitute the main research contribution of this
thesis. In Chapter 5 the software developed in the course of the thesis is described.
The findings are summarized and discussed in Chapter 6, with particular emphasis
on the answers to the research questions and future research directions.
1.1 Terminology and Definitions
To achieve a common understanding of the spatial data fusion process, first of all,
the terms spatial data and spatial data fusion need to be clarified. Although both are
frequently used in the literature, they often come with different shades of meaning.
Spatial generally relates to the concept of space as the unbound extent of the
physical realm. It is thus an inherent property of every object or phenomenon that
can be located in space, including time as the fourth dimension. In this thesis spatial
is used synonymous to the terms geospatial and geographical, and thus narrows the
extent to the Earth’s surface (Longley et al. 2005).
The concept of data usually refers to the bottom of the wisdom hierarchy described
by Ackoff (1989), which comprises data, information, knowledge and wisdom. It
characterizes data as unstructured and unorganized, with no particular value or
meaning (Rowley 2007). Information is accordingly created by organizing and
structuring data and thus making it meaningful for a specific purpose (Rowley
2007). In human cognition, data is generated from external stimuli or signals that are
perceived and filtered through human perception (Boisot and Canals 2004; Choo
et al. 2000). If applied to any kind of human, physical or virtual sensor, it aligns
with the OGC definition of observation data, which represents measured property
values assigned to an observed phenomenon (OGC 2013).
In the OGC and ISO context, the General Feature Model (GFM) ISO (2005)
is used as a standard to computationally represent spatial data in a dataset. It
2https://www.w3.org/2015/spatial (accessed 03.05.2016)
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describes a feature as an “abstraction of real-world phenomena”, which is thus
inherently related to space. Nevertheless, as shown by Hahmann and Burghardt
(2013), the proportion of data considered as spatial varies with the inclusion of
indirect spatial references. Hereinafter, the following definition is applied:
Spatial data comprises computational representations of real world
phenomena, i.e. features, that implement the GFM and have a direct
reference to space, i.e. a non-empty spatial property.
The notion of the term fusion is rather elusive with different meanings and
connotations in different application and research domains. Based on the wisdom
hierarchy and with reference to spatial data, a distinction is henceforth made between
sensor fusion, data fusion and information fusion (Figure 1.1). Sensor fusion describes
the synthesis of multiple sensors that yields a holistic view on an observed phenomenon
(OGC 2010). It thus focuses on the generation and description of features with all
properties relevant to an application. In research on multi-sensor data fusion, this
process is denoted as feature-level fusion, which refers to “[ . . . ] the extraction of
representative features from sensor data.” (Llinas and Hall 2008). In the remote
sensing domain, it is comparable to pixel-level fusion, which is defined as “[ . . . ] the
merging of measured physical parameters.” (Pohl andGenderen 1998). Data fusion
is defined as “a formal framework in which are expressed means and tools for the
alliance of data originating from different sources. It aims at obtaining information
of greater quality; the exact definition of ’greater quality’ will depend upon the
application.” (Wald 1999). It “relates to the fusion of two or more geographic
elements and the fusion of geographic elements with other sources of structured and
unstructured data from distributed sources.” (ISO 2016). It is also referred to as
object or feature fusion, which generates features that are “[ . . . ] more powerful,
flexible, and accurate than any of the original sources” (OGC 2010). Information
fusion generates knowledge and is the transformation of “information from different
sources and different points in time into a representation that provides effective
support for human or automated decision making.” (Boström et al. 2007). It is
comparable to decision fusion, which aims at a better understanding of situations and
phenomena at a certain point in time and space (OGC 2010; Pohl and Genderen
1998).
The focus of this thesis is on spatial data fusion, which is defined as follows:
Spatial data fusion describes any kind of combination of spatial data
from multiple sources. It targets either the generation of a new data
source that is superior to any of the inputs or the extraction of meaningful
information with regards to a specific application.
The process of spatial data fusion is similar to what others have defined as data
or map conflation (e.g. Cobb et al. 1998; Ruiz et al. 2011; Saalfeld 1988; Yuan
and Tao 1999) or data integration (e.g. Butenuth et al. 2007; Devogele et al.
1998; Du et al. 2012; Sester et al. 1998; Walter and Fritsch 1999). A special
3
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Figure 1.1: Different fusion types based on the wisdom hierarchy; derived from
Boisot and Canals (2004, Fig. 1, p. 48).
case, which requires that the different inputs are still distinguishable in the output,
is defined as data concatenation (e.g. Goodchild and Longley 1999; Kiehle et al.
2007).
A core element of the spatial data fusion process and a major driver for this thesis
is the determination and handling of spatial data relations, which are defined as
follows:
A spatial data relation is any kind of connection that exists between
spatial data. This includes all associations between spatial datasets and
between different feature views, i.e. concept, type, entity and represen-
tation (Wiemann and Bernard 2016, Chapter 2). With reference to
OGC (1999), a distinction is made between lightweight relations, which
simply qualify the association, and heavyweight relations, which add
relation properties, such as similarity and confidence measurements.
In this thesis, particular emphasis is put on spatial data fusion in SDIs. According
to Nebert (2004), an SDI is characterized by a:
“[ . . . ] base collection of technologies, policies and institutional arrange-
ments that facilitate the availability of and access to spatial data. The
SDI provides a basis for spatial data discovery, evaluation, and application
for users and providers within all levels of government, the commercial
sector, the non-profit sector, academia and by citizens in general.”
Although SDI is often considered solely as a description of governmental initiatives,
this thesis uses a broader definition to comprise all initiatives or infrastructures that
enable sharing of spatial data on the Web. Besides governmental SDI, this primarily
addresses the large number of VGI initiatives, which currently show a high growth
rate in both the number of projects and the quantity of the collected spatial data.
Prominent examples are the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project3 for the collection of
topographic data, the Naturgucker project4 for recording environmental observations
3https://www.openstreetmap.org (accessed 22.04.2016)
4http://www.naturgucker.de (accessed 22.04.2016)
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and the Ushahidi platform5, which is primarily used for crisis mapping. In addition,
the concept of an SDI is also implemented by scientific SDIs, which intend to facilitate
the access, publishing and sharing of scientific spatial data and research results on the
Web (Bernard et al. 2014). Finally, commercially driven applications are considered
as a fourth type of SDI, despite the fact that they primarily offer value-added spatial
services without providing access to the underlying spatial data.
1.2 Problem Statement
In the future, spatial data and information retrieval on the Web shall become “precise
to the level that the results of user queries will be immediately useful, without
weeding out irrelevant hits.” (Egenhofer 2002). This, however, requires means
to understand and correctly respond to a user-defined spatial query, including the
combination of distributed and heterogeneous spatial data sources. A well-known
example with focus on spatial queries is the SynTactic Analysis using Reversible
Transformations (START) Natural Language System6, which is designed to answer
questions based on an underlying annotated knowledge base (Katz et al. 2006).
Another example for the extraction of spatial information from interrelated spatial
data sources is routing across multiple transport networks, such as provided by
Rome2Rio7 or Google Maps8. However, such applications rely on fixed database
structures that are updated with external data sources on a regular basis. Capabilities
to flexibly combine distributed spatial data sources on the Web, on demand and in
an ad hoc manner, are not readily available.
The conventional way to solve a specific spatial data fusion task is to load the
desired input data into a GIS software tool that offers corresponding processing
capabilities. Basic fusion functionality is already provided by major GIS vendors, e.g.
available in ArcGIS or the Feature Manipulation Engine (FME). More specialized
tools include the Java Conflation Suite (Blasby et al. 2003), the Data Fusion System
(Stankute andAsche 2012), FAGI-gis (Giannopoulos et al. 2015) or Hootenanny9.
However, the focus is often on the technical and methodological aspects of the fusion
process, with less emphasis put on the applicability and effectiveness with respect
to the user’s need for ad hoc spatial information retrieval. Consequently, spatial
data fusion conducted with classical GIS tools or spatial programming libraries often
remains an expert task. On the Web, map mashups already support the creation of
interactive spatial data overlays to compare and analyze spatial data, primarily for
illustration purposes (Batty et al. 2010). But they typically do not support spatial
data fusion down to the feature level.
As far as standards are concerned, the development of governmental SDIs relies
on OGC specifications for spatial data and services. Hence, OGC proclaims to be
5https://www.ushahidi.com (accessed 22.04.2016)
6http://start.csail.mit.edu (accessed 20.04.2016)
7http://www.rome2rio.com (accessed 20.04.2016)
8https://maps.google.com (accessed 20.04.2016)
9https://github.com/ngageoint/hootenanny (accessed 04.05.2016)
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“[ . . . ] one of the standards organizations most responsible for the success of 21st
century SDIs”10. However, this does not apply to other, especially VGI, initiatives,
which tend to use simple and application-oriented spatial data formats and service
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), rather than comprehensive standards
(Haklay et al. 2008; Hudson-Smith et al. 2009; Kuhn 2007). Moreover, VGI is
typically characterized by a patchwork coverage, with no guarantee of data quality
and a general lack of metadata (Elwood et al. 2012; Goodchild 2007). It therefore
considerably differs from authoritative data. Such differences make spatial data
fusion among different types of SDIs a tedious task.
The spatial data fusion process is a specialized operation that builds on top of basic
geoprocessing capabilities. However, the availability and accessibility of geoprocessing
functionality on the Web is still very limited, with only a slow adoption of the OGC
Web Processing Service (WPS) standard (Hofer 2015; Lopez-Pellicer et al. 2012).
To improve this situation, authors stress the importance of collaborative platforms
for sharing geoprocessing functionality (Henzen et al. 2015; Jackson et al. 2011)
and a stronger link of standards and developments to mainstream-IT (Kiehle et al.
2007; Lopez-Pellicer et al. 2012; Schade and Smits 2012; Zhao et al. 2012).
Currently, a basic infrastructure for service-based spatial data processing on the Web
is largely missing (Hofer 2015). In consequence, new applications often require lots
of basic functionality to be re-developed.
In the remainder of this section, two examples shall illustrate the basic ideas
and objectives of spatial data fusion in an SDI. Both are picked up again in the
description of the implementation in section 5.5 (page 93).
Use Case 1: Enrichment of cycling routes
The enrichment of spatial data by the combination with other datasets, in particular
by transferring information from one dataset to another, is a common task in
GIS. However, corresponding GIS tools and expertise are not always available,
especially on the Web. In the following example, a route planning service is used
to identify the best, e.g. fastest or shortest, way from point A to point B based on
an underlying transport network. Some of those services already provide additional
information on selected routes, such as relevant Points of Interest (POI) and the
current traffic situation, or are even planned based on thematic information (Pippig
et al. 2013). However, as mentioned before, such applications typically rely on an
integrated database that pre-defines and collects all relevant spatial and thematic
data beforehand.
In the use case depicted in Figure 1.2, a user retrieves a number of possible cycling
routes but, to decide on an appropriate route, wants to add additional information
that is not covered by the route planning service. Therefore, the combination of
routes with a number of external data sources is envisaged. First, a weather forecast
shall be included along each route, which is typically provided by meteorological
10http://www.opengeospatial.org/domain/gov_and_sdi (accessed 20.04.2016)
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Figure 1.2: Spatial data fusion for the enrichment of route planning results.
services. This is similar to weather-based routing that, for safety reasons, is very
popular for the determination of optimal shipping routes (Delitala et al. 2010).
Second, the expected air quality condition along the different routes is of particular
interest to the user’s health. This kind of information, e.g. an average Air Quality
Index (AQI), can be taken from air quality services, such as described by Wiemann
et al. (2016). And third, the noise level for each route shall be estimated. For
Europe, the Directive 2002/49/EC demands noise data for large agglomerations and
the major traffic network. It is therefore provided by a number of environmental
agencies.
If the above mentioned data is accessible on the Web, a spatial data fusion service
can be used to combine the data sources and accordingly enrich the original routes
to support final decision making. An exemplary implementation and the results of
this use case are described in Section 5.5.
Use Case 2: Comparison and Validation of Crowdsourced Data
The combination of spatial data is also used to determine commonalities and dif-
ferences between datasets representing the same features entities. This is required,
because the provenance and lineage of data significantly influences the feature repre-
sentations (Longley et al. 2005). Building on the results of the comparison and
under the assumption that one dataset is of superior data quality, the quality of the
second dataset can be assessed by providing information on its completeness, logical
consistency and accuracy (ISO 2013). With the rise of VGI in the recent years,
spatial data validation is quite frequently used to test data collected by untrained
volunteers against data recorded by professionals. Specifically for OSM, a number of
studies exist on the comparison with authoritative data (e.g. Brovelli et al. 2016;
Girres and Touya 2010; Haklay 2010; Koukoletsos et al. 2012) and commercial
data (e.g. Ludwig et al. 2011). All of these studies were conducted oﬄine.
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Figure 1.3: Spatial data fusion for the quality assessment of OSM data.
As illustrated in Figure 1.3, the second use case deals with the service-based
comparison of spatial data for ad hoc quality assessment, and more specifically with
the quality of OSM within certain Areas of Interest (AOI). The aim is to determine
suitable areas for further contributions to the project, e.g. during the planning of an
OSM Mapping Party. The use case does not address the internal validation of OSM
data, which can be performed by intrinsic and statistical evaluation (Barron et al.
2014), but focuses on quality metrics derived from the comparison with external data
sources, which are assumed to be of greater quality. The result of the fusion process
is accordingly a quality rating of OSM for the requested AOI. A methodologically
compatible approach, with similarity ratings based on a number of geometric com-
parisons, is described by Brovelli et al. (2016). Based on this information, the user
can select an AOI with high potential for additional contributions. An exemplary
implementation of this use case is described in Section 5.5.
1.3 Research Questions
The development of SDI typically follows the concept of a Service Oriented Architec-
ture (SOA), which describes an environment for reusable, stateless, loosely-coupled
and composable services (Erl 2008). However, the majority of existing approaches
for spatial data fusion follow the monolithic GIS-based approach with tightly coupled
workflows, built-in functionality and a number of internal and external dependencies.
Thus, there is a need for a decomposition of the spatial data fusion process that
maximizes the application potential in a SOA without compromising performance
and quality. The granularity of the fusion services must maintain essential functional
building blocks, while still allowing for service composition and reuse.
In addition to the functional decomposition, a formal description of geoprocessing
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functionality supports a better understanding and application of processes and is
accordingly considered a fundamental characteristic of “intelligent” GIS (Burrough
1992). However, as pointed out by Müller (2015), formalization is not always
possible and can be subject to ambiguity, and is thus no panacea for geoprocessing.
It needs to be determined to which extent a formalization of the spatial data fusion
process is feasible and useful. For the implementation of spatial data fusion in an
SDI, the following set of questions is accordingly addressed by this thesis:
Research Questions – Service-based Spatial Data Fusion
• How can spatial data fusion be implemented in an SDI in support of ad
hoc information retrieval?
• What is an appropriate granularity for the decomposition of the fusion
process in a service-based environment?
• How can the spatial data fusion process be formalized to facilitate auto-
mated service chaining and execution in an SDI?
Spatial data relations are essential to the fusion process, because they determine
how data can be combined and which conclusions can be drawn from that combination.
The explicit storage of such feature relations is especially useful, if multiple processes
can benefit from them afterwards (Edwards and Simpson 2002; Volz 2005). Explicit
feature relations are also found in Multiple Representation Databases (MRDBs),
which serve to analyze spatial data across different spatio-temporal scales (Jones
et al. 1996). With the multitude of spatial data available in existing SDIs and
the large range of possible relationships and applications, a generic and standard-
based approach to the encoding and storage of spatial data relations is required. In
this context, the Linked Data paradigm11, which constitutes the foundation of the
Semantic Web, plays an important role.
Besides the technical aspects of handling spatial data relations, a distinction
between explicitly required, implicitly stated and non-relevant relationships has to
be made. Following Tobler’s 1st law of geography, which states that “Everything
is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things”
(Tobler 1970), two features are always related to each other, but the significance
of the association behaves inversely to the spatial, temporal and semantic distance
between them. Thus, useful feature relations need to be determined and filtered with
respect to specific applications. In addition, means to infer relevant information from
spatial data relations are required. This is related to the general issue of translating
spatial problems into formal queries (Lopez et al. 2013) and leads to a second set of
research questions to be addressed by this thesis:
11https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html (accessed 04.05.2016)
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Research Questions – Spatial Data Relations
• How can spatial data relations be formally described, stored and requested
in an SDI?
• How can spatial data relations be utilized for spatial information retrieval?
• What can be considered a relevant spatial data relation?
The posed research questions are addressed by the research article in the following
three Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The findings are summarized in Section 6.1. The first
article (Wiemann and Bernard 2016, Chapter 2)lays down the fundamental basics
for the implementation of a service-based spatial data fusion process, including
means to formalize, store and use spatial data relations in an SDI. In the second
article (Wiemann 2016, Chapter 3), the enrichment of species observations from
crowdsourcing is taken as an example to demonstrate the applicability of spatial data
relations for information retrieval. In Chapter 4 (Wiemann 2017), a set theoretic
formalization of the fusion process, including the definition of fusion objectives, is
presented. It also introduces geoprocessing patterns to support workflow composition
and automation.
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2 Article 1: Spatial Data Fusion in
Spatial Data Infrastructures using
Linked Data
Reference
Wiemann, S. and Bernard, L. (2016). “Spatial data fusion in Spatial Data Infras-
tructures using Linked Data”. In: International Journal of Geographical Information
Science 30(4), pp. 613–636. doi: 10.1080/13658816.2015.1084420.
Abstract
The synthesis of spatial data from the various sources available on the Web is a major
challenge for current applications based on Web-based information retrieval and
spatial decision-making. This article addresses spatial data fusion, with particular
emphasis on its application in SDIs. Possibilities for the integration of SDI and
Semantic Web developments in the context of spatial data fusion are reviewed with
a focus on the harmonized description and usage of feature relations. Specifically,
potential applications of Linked Data principles are discussed in detail. On this
basis, a classification and a decomposition of fusion processes in a service-oriented
environment are proposed. A prototype implementation demonstrates the feasibility
and usability of the approach using OGC and Semantic Web standards.
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3 Article 2: Spatial Data Relations as a
Means to Enrich Species
Observations from Crowdsourcing
Reference
Wiemann, S. (2016). “Spatial Data Relations as a Means to Enrich Species Obser-
vations from Crowdsourcing”. In: Geospatial Data in a Changing World. Ed. by
T. Sarjakoski, M. Y. Santos, and L. T. Sarjakoski. Lecture Notes in Geoin-
formation and Cartography. Springer International Publishing, pp. 123–140. doi:
10.1007/978-3-319-33783-8_8.
Abstract
The general fascination of nature has always been a major driver for studies on living
animal and plant species. A large number of professionals and especially volunteers
are organized in related initiatives and projects from the local to the global level,
leading to the vast amount of species observations nowadays available on the Web.
This article seeks to enhance this knowledge base by the determination, management
and analysis of feature entity relations among the observations. Those relationships
are considered important for comprehensive biological monitoring and, in general,
facilitate the integrated use of existing data sources on the Web. Particular emphasis
is put on crowdsourcing, which increasingly receives attention and support by citizen
science initiatives. The Linked Data paradigm, representing the core of the Semantic
Web, is applied to describe, handle and exploit relations in a standardized and
thus interoperable manner. Methodologies to determine and validate relationships
are developed and implemented. The implementation combines the analysis of
spatio-temporal behavioral patterns of species with a crowdsourcing approach for the
validation of determined relations. The vagueness of results is addressed by assessing
the probability of a relation.
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4 Article 3: Formalization and
Web-based Implementation of Spatial
Data Fusion
Reference
Wiemann, S. (2017). “Formalization and Web-based Implementation of Spatial Data
Fusion”. In: Computers & Geosciences 99, pp. 107–115. doi: 10.1016/j.cageo.
2016.10.014.
Abstract
Spatial data fusion plays an important role for spatial information retrieval from
disconnected data sources and is thus a precondition for comprehensive and consistent
decision making. In particular on the Web, it can help to combine spatial data from
the variety of existing, but distributed sources, e.g. as provided by SDIs. However,
standardized spatial data processing on the Web still lacks broad acceptance beyond
the scientific domain. This article describes a formalization and service-based
implementation of the spatial data fusion process. The formalization builds on a
set theoretic description of the considered domain and derives a number of possible
fusion objectives. Geoprocessing patterns are used to describe commonly used sub-
routines of the fusion process and therefore support the workflow composition. The
implementation is based on open standards and comprises a Web-client, several
geoprocessing services and a fusion engine to support the Web-based compilation
and execution of spatial data fusion workflows in an ad hoc manner.
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for Spatial Data Fusion
In the following Chapter, the software developed in the course of this thesis is
presented. The description is based on the ISO Reference Model of Open Distributed
Processing (RM-ODP), which is a standardized modelling approach for processing
services in a distributed environment (ISO 1998). It describes the system by five
different viewpoints, namely the enterprise viewpoint, the information viewpoint, the
computational viewpoint, the engineering viewpoint and the technology viewpoint.
In the geospatial domain, the RM-ODP is used as the foundation for service specifi-
cations following ISO 19119 (ISO 2016) and is also applied to model existing SDIs
as a whole (e.g. Cooper et al. 2012; Hjelmager et al. 2008; Usländer 2007).
The source code of the implementation is fully available online1 and licensed under
the permissive Apache License 2.0. It is accordingly free to use, modify and distribute.
The application of the compiled libraries in combination with the 52°North WPS
framework is implemented as part of the Citizen Observatory Web (COBWEB)
project. The corresponding source code is also available online2.
5.1 Enterprise Viewpoint
The enterprise viewpoint “[ . . . ] is concerned with the purpose, scope and policies
governing the activities of the specified system within the organization of which it is
a part.” (ISO 1998). The overall objective of the implemented service framework for
spatial data fusion is to provide a service-oriented environment to combine spatial
data from distributed spatial data sources in an ad hoc manner. It targets the
creation of value-added spatial data and the inference of spatial information to enrich
current SDIs and to effectively support spatial decision making. In Figure 5.1, the
main actor roles in the system are identified:
• User – Formulates the fusion objective and uses the service framework to create
new data or to retrieve spatial information from the fusion of distributed spatial
data sources.
• Spatial Data Service Provider – Provides spatial data to an SDI using a well-
defined data download service interface. The service provider is responsible
for the description and registration of corresponding service metadata. Spatial
1https://github.com/GeoinformationSystems/SpatialDataFusion (accessed 12.06.2016)
2https://github.com/cobweb-eu/wps-fusion (accessed 12.06.2016)
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Figure 5.1: Main actor roles for service-based spatial data fusion.
Data Producer – Is responsible for the spatial datasets, including the description
with spatial metadata, that are provided by the Spatial Data Service Provider.
• Processing Service Provider – Provides spatial data processes to an SDI using
a well-defined processing service interface. The service provider is responsible
for the description and registration of corresponding service metadata.
• Process Producer – Provides the functionality encapsulated by a service and
is accordingly responsible for the functioning and functional description of a
process. The role is accordingly connected to the Processing Service Provider.
• Fusion Service Broker – Connects the service providers with the users and
provides capabilities to access and use the service infrastructure to realize the
defined fusion objective. The mediation is provided via a Web-accessible client
application, hereinafter denoted as Web-client.
Throughout the fusion process, the user continuously communicates with the
Web-client (cf. Figure 4.5, page 71). Both reference dataset and fusion objective are
mandatory inputs and must therefore be provided by the user. Subsequently, the
fusion process is conducted in four consecutive stages:
1. Identify Target – There are two options to select the target dataset for spatial
data fusion. The first and simplest option is the provision of a target dataset
by the user. The second option is the search for a suitable target dataset
within connected spatial data catalogues of the SDI. This is usually based on
selected search criteria, such as the spatial, temporal or thematic similarity to
the reference dataset.
2. Identify Processes – Based on the previous information on input data and
fusion objective, processes and processing patterns that can effectively support
the envisaged fusion process are identified. Similar to the data search, it relies
on available processing service registries and filters applicable services based on
selected search criteria, such as supported input data types, thematic keywords
or applicability for certain fusion objectives.
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3. Compose Workflow – Once input data and applicable processing services are
identified, the fusion workflow is composed by the user in a manual or semi-
automated fashion. User guidance is provided by exploiting available data and
process metadata as well as predefined constraints for implementing certain
fusion objectives.
4. Execute – The composed workflow is encoded and sent to an orchestration
engine that is capable of executing the described process chain. Finally, the
fusion result is returned to the user.
At each of the above mentioned tasks, the process can be interrupted by user
interaction, exceptions or errors. In the latter two cases, a corresponding report
is returned to the user to allow for correction measures, if applicable. For the
prototypical implementation of the described workflow, the following policies are
considered most important:
• Standards – All exchange of data and information in the system happens
via open, standardized data encodings and service interfaces. To facilitate
widespread application and use, this is not restricted to official standards,
such as published by the OGC, but also de facto standards that have been
established on the Web, especially in the VGI domain.
• Transparency – The implementation follows an open access policy, which
includes access to the service functionality offered by the system as well as to
the implementation source code. The documentation allows developers to set
up and extent the system for further use. Transparency especially addresses
the process lineage attached to fusion results and the reporting of exceptions
and errors that may occur during workflow composition and execution.
• Application independence – The application is based on a generic implemen-
tation and developed to support the largest possible number of use cases for
service-based spatial data fusion. The application focuses on the flexibility and
reusability of service components in an SDI. Wherever possible and reasonable,
fusion objectives shall not be implemented by single specialized services, but a
specific combination of existing services.
• Extensibility – A modular architecture allows for the extension of the service
framework with custom processing services by either implementing them as
part of the presented framework or by including them in the workflow via their
respective service interfaces.
5.2 Information Viewpoint
The information viewpoint deals with “[ . . . ] the kinds of information handled by
the system and constraints on the use and interpretation of that information.” (ISO
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<<interface>>
IData
+ resolve() : Object
+ getDescription() : IDataDescription
<<interface>>
INode
<<interface>>
ILiteral
+ getValue() : String
+ getType() : IResource <<interface>>
IResourceData
<<interface>>
ILiteralData
<<interface>>
IResource
+ getURI() : URI
+ isBlank() : boolean
Figure 5.2: Main object interfaces specifications.
1998). For spatial data fusion, this mainly addresses the spatial data and spatial
data relations being part of the process.
The spatial data is expected to follow the ISO GFM, which characterizes a feature as
a composition of feature properties, including temporal, spatial, locational, metadata
and thematic attributes (ISO 2005). For the handling of spatial data relations, the
Linked Data paradigm is applied, following the basic W3C RDF schema3. Therefore,
the implementation builds on two basic types of information. First, RDF Nodes are
created to support the communication of information by means of the Semantic Web.
A Node is either an RDF Resource, which represents an object on the Web that can
be uniquely identified and referenced, or an RDF Literal, which is used to describe
attribute values of an object. Second, a Data object is defined, which is used as input
and output of a service operation. With reference to the two RDF types, LiteralData
is distinguished from ResourceData (Figure 5.2).
As depicted in Figure 5.3, the spatial data, i.e. features, communicated throughout
the fusion process are modelled as ResourceData, which supports the dereferencing of
original features within the SDI and the use as input and output of fusion processing
services. Associated with those feature objects are the different views of a feature
described in Chapter 3 (Wiemann 2016), namely the feature concept, the feature
type, the feature entity and the feature representation. Those views are also treated
as ResourceData. Observations are modelled as an extension to the feature class with
additional properties specific to the observation process. The feature relations are
modelled as ResourceData objects to enable both the description as RDF nodes and
the use as input and output for processing. The associated relation measurements
are treated as LiteralData providing the measured value together with a description
of that measurement.
In addition to the data objects, metadata is essential to enable the meaningful
application of both data and services in an SDI. Metadata on data objects, including
features and feature relations, is used to provide more detailed information, such as
a textual description, the processing lineage or the quality of data. Metadata on
3https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema (accessed 12.06.2016)
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<<interface>>
IFeature
+ getConcept() : IFeatureConcept
+ getType() : IFeatureType
+ getEntity() : IFeatureEntity
+ getRepresentation() : IFeatureRepresentation
+ getRelations() : IFeatureRelation[]
<<interface>>
Data:IResourceData
<<interface>>
IObservation
+ getMeasurement() : IMeasurement
+ getFeatureOfInterest() : IFeatureEntity
+ getObservedProperty() : IResource
+ getPhenomenonTime() : IMeasurement
<<interface>>
IFeatureRelation
+ getReference() : IFeature
+ getTarget() : IFeature
+ getRelationTypes() : IRelationType[]
+ getMeasurements() : IRelationMeasurement[]
<<interface>>
IRelationMeasurement
+ getReference() : IData
+ getTarget() : IData
+ getDescription() : IMeasurementDescription
<<interface>>
Data:ILiteralData
Figure 5.3: Feature data model with corresponding object interface specifications.
data and processing services is required to realize the publish-find-bind paradigm
of a SOA and therefore includes information on service access and use. Concerning
the metadata for spatial data and spatial data services, it is expected that this
information is provided by the corresponding data and service publishers respectively.
The implementation uses that metadata, but does not extend it. For the feature
relations created within the fusion process, metadata is stored with the relations and
comprises information on conducted similarity and confidence measurements.
For the description of processing services, the OGC WPS specification (OGC 2015)
with its DescribeProcess document structure, is adopted. However, the description is
extended with a process identifier that refers to an RDF Web-resource with further
details on the fusion service profile (Figure 5.4). Those profiles mainly address the
classification of processes, based on certain process characteristics, e.g. the kind
of fusion subprocess with reference to the decomposition proposed in Chapter 2
(Wiemann and Bernard 2016), supported fusion objectives and the different
perspectives of the provided functionality described in Brauner (2015, Table 15).
In addition, a number of constraints can be put on both data and processes to be
tested before, during or after process execution.
Another important information object communicated within the service framework
is the description of the service chain, which is composed by the user and then
executed to achieve the envisaged fusion objective. This description is also used
to encode and store geoprocessing patterns, which are frequently applied in fusion
processes (Wiemann 2017, Chapter 4). To facilitate interoperability and support by
software tools, the implementation uses the BPMN standard for workflow encoding.
It is defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) and provides both a visual
notation and an XML encoding for business workflows. It basically describes the
mapping between service outputs and service inputs, but also allows for the inclusion
of additional BPMN constructs, such as gateways and events. In Listing 5.1, the
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RDF:IResource
<<interface>>
IOutputDescription
<<interface>>
IInputDescription
+ getDefault() : IData
<<interface>>
IIODataDescription
+ getConstraints() : IDataConstraints
<<interface>>
IDataConstraint
+ compliantWith(IData) : boolean
<<interface>>
IConstraint
+ getDescription() : String
<<interface>>
IProcessConstraint
<<interface>>
IProcessProfile
+ getInputDescriptions() : IInputDescription[]
+ getOutputDescriptions() : IOutputDescription[]
+ getProcessDescription() : IProcessDescription
<<interface>>
IProcessDescription
+ getTitle() : String
+ getDescription() : String
+ getDocumentation() : IResource[]
+ getClassification() : IResource[]
+ getConstraints() : IProcessConstraint[]
<<interface>>
IOperation
+ execute(IData[]) : IData[]
+ getProfile() : IProcessProfile
Figure 5.4: Profile of a spatial data fusion process.
structure of a BPMN workflow description is outlined. It shows the mapping of
service tasks using input and output associations as well as access information for
participating services, which are encoded as service extension elements.
Listing 5.1: BPMN workflow description
<process id="_chain_fe70f9bb">...
<serviceTask id="_794890894" name="_794890894">
<extensionElements >
<properties >
<property name="serviceType" value="wps"/>
<property name="base" value=".../WebProcessingService"/>
<property name="id" value="...BoundingBoxDistance"/>...
<properties >
<incoming >_0_TargetWFS_id -id_794890894 </incoming >
<incoming >_5ac24676_id -id_794890894 </incoming >
<incoming >_0_ReferenceWFS_id -id_794890894 </incoming >
<outgoing >_794890894_id -id_2062944316 </outgoing >
<ioSpecification >
<dataInput id="..." name="_IN_REFERENCE"/>
<dataInput id="..." name="_IN_THRESHOLD"/>
<dataInput id="..." name="_IN_TARGET"/>
<dataInput id="..." name="_IN_RELATIONS"/>
<dataInput id="..." name="_IN_DROP_RELATIONS"/>
<dataOutput id="..." name="_OUT_RELATIONS"/>
<inputSet id="inputSet_a1ae0d05"/>
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<outputSet id="outputSet_34983582"/>
</ioSpecification >
<dataInputAssociation >
<sourceRef >...OUT_FEATURES...IN_REFERENCE </sourceRef >
<targetRef >...IN_REFERENCE </targetRef >
</dataInputAssociation >
<dataInputAssociation >
<sourceRef >...Literal...IN_THRESHOLD </sourceRef >
<targetRef >...IN_THRESHOLD </targetRef >
</dataInputAssociation >...
</serviceTask >...
</process >
5.3 Computational Viewpoint
The computational viewpoint deals with “[ . . . ] the functional decomposition of the
system into a set of objects that interact at interfaces - enabling system distribution.”
(ISO 1998). It addresses the general service architecture and specifies service
interfaces and operations. The main components of the developed service framework
are shown in Figure 5.5 and are separated into the main components, workflow engine,
workflow registry and relation storage, and external services that are expected to be
available in an SDI:
• Client – A Web-accessible application that is controlled by a human operator.
The client invokes the workflow engine and initiates the spatial data fusion
process. The client provides means to access service registries with records of
available spatial data and processes and provides access to the relation storage.
It also allows to request existing feature relations and to visualize spatial data,
feature relations and processing workflows for the user.
• Workflow Engine – Represents the core component of the service framework that
is responsible for workflow composition. As depicted in Figure 4.5 (page 71),
the workflow engine is the main interaction point for the client and encapsulates
the functionality required to conduct the spatial data fusion process. Therefore,
it needs to interact with all other components of the service framework.
• Workflow Registry – Stores, organizes and provides access to existing workflows
and geoprocessing patterns that can be used as blueprints for the composition
of a new fusion process.
• Relation Storage – Storage for feature relations that are created during the
fusion process. Once inserted, the relations can be used as input to combine
data and for information inference. Each feature relation points to the related
spatial data sources in the SDI and provides information on the respective
relation type and relation measurements.
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Figure 5.5: Main components of the service framework with interaction via interfaces.
• Spatial Data Service – Provides spatial data to the SDI. Metadata on the
service and the provided spatial data is published in the service registry to
make it accessible for clients and other services.
• Processing Service – Provides processing functionality to the SDI. Metadata on
the service and the provided functionality is registered in the service registry
to make it discoverable and invocable by clients and other services.
• Service Registry – A catalogue to register and search for metadata on spatial
data and geoprocessing services in the SDI. The component is optional and
not used, if all required data and processing services are known beforehand.
• Orchestration Service – A workflow execution service in the SDI that is capable
of executing a workflow description by chaining the processing services specified
therein.
For each of the described components, a number of interface standards exist.
However, to maintain flexibility, there is no restriction on single standards, as long
as they are open, well-defined and provide the expected functionality to the system.
For the prototype, standards published by the following standardization bodies are
considered most relevant:
• OGC – The OGC provides standards for spatial data handling and lays the
foundation for the development of governmental SDI. Meanwhile, a lot of
OGC standards are already well-established and supported in the geospatial
domain. Among the most popular standards are the Web Map Service (WMS)
for spatial data visualization, the WFS, WCS and Sensor Observation Service
(SOS) for spatial data retrieval, the WPS for spatial data processing and the
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Figure 5.6: Main tasks and objects handled by the workflow engine.
Catalogue Service for the Web (CSW) for the registration of metadata on
spatial services. By using these standards, a seamless integration of the service
framework into existing SDI is ensured.
• W3C – The W3C technology stack is the fundamental basis for all communica-
tion on the Web. In addition to the basic HTTP application protocol, the most
important standards with respect to the conceptualized service framework are
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) for the Web-client implementation and
Semantic Web standards for the storage and retrieval of feature relations, in
particular RDF and SPARQL.
Depending on the envisaged degree of automation, the workflow engine may or
may not implement user interactions. However, a full automation is currently out
of scope. The Workflow Engine is thus defined as a Human Interaction Service,
and more specifically a Service editor, that “allows a user to control geographic
processing services [ . . . ] composing/scripting service chains [ . . . ] and invoking a
service chain.” (ISO 2016). It represents a mediation instance between the client
and the services of the SDI and accordingly follows the translucent service chaining
pattern described in ISO (2016). The main actions and data objects handled by the
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workflow engine are shown in Figure 5.6. For simplification purposes, the registry
component is excluded from the figure. The key task of the workflow engine is
the compilation of fusion workflows, which uses information on the input data, on
available fusion processes and on the fusion objective in order to build a valid and
executable workflow description.
5.4 Engineering and Technology Viewpoint
The engineering viewpoint is “concerned with the infrastructure required to support
system distribution” and accordingly describes the physical architecture of the system
(ISO 1998). It is closely aligned with the technology viewpoint, which addresses the
final choice of technology (ISO 1998).
The purpose of the current implementation is mainly research and development
with a low Technology Readiness Level (TRL). It is thus deployed in a test envi-
ronment, which is set up using a number of virtual machines. As defined by the
computational viewpoint, all implemented service components communicate via
well-defined interfaces and fulfil the basic requirements of a SOA. The infrastructure
as well as the used software libraries and interface standards are shown in Figure
5.7. The core components of the service framework (cf. Figure 5.5, page 90) are
implemented as follows:
• Client – Builds on JSF technology with additional user interface components
provided by the PrimeFaces framework4. Functionality for the visualization
and handling of spatial data, which is accessed via the WFS interface, builds
upon the OpenLayers Javascript library5. The workflow composition frame,
which interacts with the workflow engine, is realized through the jsPlumb
Javascript library6.
• Workflow Engine – Is embedded into the client and accordingly runs on the
same physical machine. It is implemented in Java and uses the functionality of
the Camunda BPMN Java library7 to create and manage BPMN workflows.
It provides functionality to access spatial data via WFS and WCS interface,
supports the parsing of process descriptions using the WPS interface and is
capable to read and update spatial data relations in the connected relation
store using SPARQL requests.
• Relation Storage – Is set up using the Fuseki triple store, which is part of
the Apache Jena project8. It provides a SPARQL endpoint for reading and
updating RDF triples via HTTP. For security reasons, in particular to prevent
remote write access, it is located on the same physical machine as the workflow
engine.
4http://primefaces.org (accessed 12.06.2016)
5http://openlayers.org (accessed 12.06.2016)
6https://jsplumbtoolkit.com (accessed 12.06.2016)
7https://camunda.com/bpm (accessed 12.06.2016)
8https://jena.apache.org (accessed 12.06.2016)
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• Workflow Registry – Is based on a system folder structure on the client-machine
and provides a simple HTTP interface to the Web. Fusion workflows and
processing patterns, which are both stored as BPMN XML files in the registry,
are accordingly managed by the client through file system operations.
Access to a standards-based service registry for the identification of suitable spatial
data or geoprocessing services for spatial data fusion has not yet been implemented
and therefore remains a manual task. Because of the limited number of accessible
data and processing services in current SDI, a number of OGC Web services were
set up to test and evaluate the implementation. These include:
• Spatial Data Services – Are set up using the GeoServer framework9. A number
of spatial datasets are provided to the system and offered via the WFS interface
for vector data and the WCS interface for raster data respectively.
• Processing Services – Are realized using the 52°North WPS framework10 in
combination with the GeoTools Java library11. The framework is used as a
wrapper to the developed Java library for spatial data fusion, which handles
the data described by the information viewpoint in Section 5.2.
• Orchestration Service – Is implemented as a special WPS instance using the
52°North WPS framework. It takes a BPMN XML workflow description as
input and executes the workflow described therein by interacting with the
corresponding processing service instances. The result is returned to the
workflow engine using GML for fused spatial data and RDF Turtle for spatial
data relations.
A detailed description of the components, different applications and functional
tests of the implementation are described in the research articles in the Chapters 2, 3
and 4. The performance and scalability of the approach is demonstrated in Chapter 2
(Wiemann and Bernard 2016). It has been shown that the implementation can
solve a variety of different application use cases for spatial data fusion and that it
performs well in terms of computation time and quality of results.
5.5 Revisiting the introductory Use Cases
In the following, the use cases introduced in Section 1.2 are picked up again to outline
how the conceptualized and implemented service framework can be used to facilitate
their realization by the orchestration of implemented WPS instances. It must be
noted that the aim is not to realize the use cases to their full possible extent, but
to indicate, how the implementation can support information retrieval and decision
making.
9http://geoserver.org (accessed 12.06.2016)
10http://52north.org/communities/geoprocessing/wps (accessed 12.06.2016)
11http://geotools.org (accessed 12.06.2016)
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Table 5.1: Thematic routes enriched with information on noise and air quality (result
extract).
Route Noisy
(perc)
PM
(9 am-avg)
PM
(9 am-max)
PM
(12 am-avg)
PM
(12 am-max)
#13 10.5 24.5 50.2 23.9 34.9
#25 2.8 23.9 24.8 21.9 23.1
#40 0.5 27.4 28.2 26.8 27.7
Use Case 1: Enrichment of cycling routes
For the enrichment of thematic routes, it is assumed that the route geometries
are provided in a spatial data format that can be read by the application. For
demonstration purposes, a number of cycleways are taken from the OSM project and
set up as a WFS. The implemented service infrastructure is used to combine those
routes with external data on noise and air quality. Although it is acknowledged that
the high variability of environmental parameters and the estimated movement of a
user on a route are of crucial importance to the final application, a detailed analysis
of such spatio-temporal patterns is not considered any further.
First, the routes are intersected with a noise emission map, which is provided as
polygons via WFS interface by the Saxon State Office for Environment, Agriculture
and Geology (LfULG)12. From the provided feature data, areas with a daily average
above 65 db, which is considered as noisy, are filtered. Subsequently, the fusion
process is triggered to compute the topological relationship and the intersection
length for the input features. The results are then stored as similarity measurements
attached to the corresponding feature relations in the triple store.
The second target dataset comprises air quality information, in this case two
Particulate Matter (PM10) sample coverages with different timestamps. Those are
taken from previous work on air quality modelling described by Wiemann et al.
(2016) and provided via the WCS interface. The relation measurement is conducted
by a zonal statistics process, which first buffers the routes and then computes the
mean, maximum, minimum and standard deviation for PM10 concentrations along
the routes. These measurements are added to the previously created feature relations
in the triple store.
Finally, the determined relation measurements are requested for each route using
SPARQL. A sample request is shown in Listing 5.2 with the corresponding results
listed in Table 5.1. The information can now be used to either directly decide on a
suitable route or to attach the measurements to the corresponding thematic route as
feature attributes for further use in the application.
12http://www.umwelt.sachsen.de/umwelt/25996.htm (accessed 12.06.2016)
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Listing 5.2: SPARQL request for the enrichment of thematic routes.
PREFIX base: <http ://tu -dresden.de/uw/geo/gis/fusion#>...
SELECT ?cycleway ?noisy ?pm10_0900_mean ?pm10_0900_max
?pm10_1200_mean ?pm10_1200_max {
{ SELECT ?cycleway ?noisy ?pm10_0900_mean ?pm10_0900_max {
{ SELECT ?cycleway (SUM(?intersection) AS ?noisy) {
?relation rdf:type base:featureRelation .
?relation relation:source ?cycleway .
?relation base:relationMeasurement ?similarityMeasure .
?similarityMeasure dc:description spatialOp:lengthInPolygon.
?similarityMeasure rdf:value ?intersection
} GROUP BY ?cycleway
}
?relation rdf:type base:featureRelation .
?relation relation:source ?cycleway .
?relation relation:target ?pm10_0900 .
FILTER regex(STR(?pm10_0900), "200607050900")
?relation base:relationMeasurement ?similarityMeasure .
?similarityMeasure dc:description zonalStats:mean .
?similarityMeasure rdf:value ?pm10_0900_mean .
?relation base:relationMeasurement ?similarityMeasure2 .
?similarityMeasure2 dc:description zonalStats:max .
?similarityMeasure2 rdf:value ?pm10_0900_max
} }
?relation rdf:type base:featureRelation .
?relation relation:source ?cycleway .
?relation relation:target ?pm10_1200 .
FILTER regex(STR(?pm10_1200), "200607051200")
?relation base:relationMeasurement ?similarityMeasure .
?similarityMeasure dc:description zonalStats:mean .
?similarityMeasure rdf:value ?pm10_1200_mean .
?relation base:relationMeasurement ?similarityMeasure2 .
?similarityMeasure2 dc:description zonalStats:max .
?similarityMeasure2 rdf:value ?pm10_1200_max
}
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Table 5.2: Feature differences summarized for four different bounding boxes.
Relations Distance (avg) Different Names BBox
396 0.00027 9 (51.03 13.72 51.04 13.73)
656 0.00029 1 (51.03 13.73 51.04 13.74)
323 0.00031 0 (51.04 13.72 51.05 13.73)
509 0.00031 27 (51.04 13.73 51.05 13.74)
Use Case 2: Comparison and validation of VGI
For the second use case, the comparison and validation of spatial data in an SDI, two
road networks are selected: first, authoritative data following the German ATKIS
model is set up as a WFS; second, OSM data is requested from the OSM Overpass
API13.
As a feature enhancement process, a line intersection is applied to the OSM data
in order to achieve a topologically consistent road network. For the subsequent
comparison of both datasets, a number of spatial, temporal and thematic comparison
metrics are implemented, primarily based on a difference computation between
corresponding feature properties. The measurements include the Hausdorff distance
between road geometries, the number of adjacent road segments for both start and
end node, the angle difference and the Damerau-Levenshtein string distance between
road name attributes. These measurements are used to identify homologous features
between the data sources, which are then compared to each other. All of the identified
feature relations with associated relation measurements are stored in the RDF triple
store.
To request deviations between the data sources within a defined bounding box, the
implementation makes use of the spatial indexing and filter capabilities offered by the
Fuseki triple store. Therefore, the geometry of input features is stored together with
the relations. Feature relations can accordingly be requested based on the location of
related features and analyzed with regards to the conducted relation measurements,
i.e. the deviation of certain feature properties. Listing 5.3 shows a SPARQL request
for the average Hausdorff distance and the percentage of relations with different
road names within the defined bounding box. The aggregated results, which are
based on a set of such queries, are listed in Table 5.2. This gives a rough estimate on
the quality of OSM data in the requested AOI in comparison to authoritative data.
5.6 Possibilities for further Development
The general need for spatial data fusion in SDIs and the multitude of possible
fusion workflows certainly offers a huge potential for further development of the
implementation. Currently, it is mainly used for research and demonstration purposes
13https://overpass-api.de (accessed 12.06.2016)
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Listing 5.3: SPARQL request for computed feature differences.
PREFIX base: <http ://tu -dresden.de/uw/geo/gis/fusion#>...
SELECT (COUNT(?relation) AS ?count) (AVG(?distance_hd) AS ?avg_hd)
(COUNT(?distance_dld) AS ?dld_gt0) {
?feature spatial:withinBox (51.03 13.72 51.04 13.73) .
?relation rdf:type fusion:featureRelation .
?relation relation:source ?feature .
?relation fusion:relationMeasurement ?measure_hd .
?measure_hd dc:description spatialOp:hausdorffDistance .
?measure_hd rdf:value ?distance_hd .
OPTIONAL {
?relation fusion:relationMeasurement ?measure_dld .
?measure_dld dc:description thematicOp:damLevDistance .
?measure_dld rdf:value ?distance_dld .
FILTER (?distance_dld > 0)
}
}
and does not yet provide very sophisticated fusion functionality. Consequently, the
accuracy of fusion results, i.e. the precision and recall rates, could certainly be
improved. However, due to the modular structure, the implementation can easily
be extended, e.g. by adding additional fusion functionality, relation types and
geoprocessing patterns. Moreover, support for additional interface standards can be
added to include a larger number of existing spatial data and geoprocessing services.
For the Web-client, a separation into simple and advanced interfaces seems reason-
able. A simple client primarily targets non-experts and must accordingly allow for a
description of the fusion process, mainly the fusion objective, on an abstract level.
The translation into an executable service chain is then subject to the underlying im-
plementation. The user will only receive the final result and corresponding metadata
for further usage. An advanced client, similar to what has been implemented in the
course of this thesis, additionally allows for the composition of fusion workflows on
the service level. This includes capabilities to customize and control geoprocessing
services and to view and analyze intermediate results of the process. In principle, all
this information should also be accessible through the simple client, but in a more
abstract and informative way.
Beside further functional enhancement, the TRL of the implementation could be
increased by further testing the software framework beyond the available unit tests
and demonstration use cases. Therefore, the services must be deployed on the Web in
a relevant environment and tested under real-life conditions. Moreover, tests should
be conducted with users to evaluate and continuously increase the usability and
utility of the application.
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The general idea for spatial data fusion in an SDI, and the underlying motivation
for this thesis, is the ability to connect and combine distributed spatial data sources
on the Web, on demand and in an ad hoc manner, to support meaningful spatial
decision making. In today’s SDIs, which primarily focus on spatial data visualization
and provision, such kind of geoprocessing functionality is largely absent. Despite
the broad methodological base, which has significantly developed over the years, the
adoption of spatial data fusion functionality in service-based environments is still at
an early stage. As outlined in the thesis, there are several reasons for this, such as
the general lack of reusable functionality for geoprocessing and service orchestration
in SDIs, the large number of potential applications and the missing capabilities to
formalize and store feature relations for further utilization on the Web.
For the realization of spatial data fusion in an SDI, three different aspects are
addressed in this thesis. First, there is the methodological aspect dealing with the
functional requirements and implementation of the fusion process. It determines the
path taken by the spatial data through the workflow and decides on the content and
quality of the fusion output. Second, the description facet addresses the metadata
associated with data, processes and services. Its formalization supports the transfer
and interpretation of data and facilitates both the service chaining and the commu-
nication of information between services. Third, there is the infrastructure, which
primarily deals with the distribution of services in an SDI and how those services
can be accessed and orchestrated to achieve a specified application objective, i.e. the
fusion of spatial data.
6.1 Answers to the Research Questions
There are two sets of research questions addressed by this thesis: The first dealing
with service-based spatial data fusion; the second dealing with spatial data relations.
The answers to those questions are subject to the three articles in the Chapters 2, 3
and 4. The main research findings are summarized below.
Service-based Spatial Data Fusion
How can spatial data fusion be implemented in an SDI in support of
ad hoc information retrieval?
A fundamental precondition for spatial data fusion to be conducted in an SDI is
the availability and accessibility of spatial data using standardized service interfaces
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and data encodings. To increase the area of application and avoid domain specific
solutions, the term SDI, as used in this thesis, is not restricted to governmental
initiatives, but also includes scientific, commercial and, in particular, VGI resources.
In consequence, it is suggested that spatial data fusion should not exclusively rely on
official standards, but also consider a number of de facto standards on the Web. As
an example, the implementation (Chapter 5) allows for access to OSM data, which
is certainly an important and very valuable input.
In addition to data, spatial data fusion requires sufficient geoprocessing capabilities.
An analysis of existing work and literature on spatial data fusion led to the decom-
position of the process into self-dependent and reusable functional building blocks,
which are described in Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016). Those allow for
the encapsulation as services and for the provision to an SDI using a standardized
processing service interface. Similar to the provision of spatial data, this may include
both official and de facto standards. For the current implementation, the WPS
standard was chosen, due to the official status, the support by open source software
and its capabilities for functional profiling. As demonstrated by a number of use
cases, those processing services can be dynamically composed and executed. The
corresponding fusion results are made directly accessible to the user and thus, allow
for information retrieval in an ad hoc manner.
To achieve meaningful and timely results, the effectiveness and efficiency of the
fusion process plays a significant role. The effectiveness, i.e. the ability to achieve the
optimal outcome for the intended application, primarily addresses methodological
aspects. In Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016), it is shown that even simple
similarity metrics can provide valuable information, as long as the uncertainty of
measurements and relations is documented. If this is not sufficient, a more complex
or application specific process can be either implemented as a high-level service, or
composed and registered as a geoprocessing pattern. Whereas the first allows for a
high degree of specialization at the cost of reduced reusability, the latter describes
flexible processing workflows solely by reusing existing services (Wiemann 2017,
Chapter 4).
An efficient fusion process uses a minimum of resources to achieve an effective fusion
process and primarily relates to computational resource consumption and execution
time. Thus, efficiency is primarily influenced by the service implementation and
the deployment of services within the SDI. As shown in Chapter 2 (Wiemann and
Bernard 2016), the computation of feature relations delivers results in a reasonable
response time and scales well with the number of input features. The persistent
storage, i.e. caching, of feature relations is considered very useful to avoid redundant
computation and speed up subsequent fusion processes. Nevertheless, the optimal
balance between required accuracy, workflow complexity and resource consumption
remains subject to the individual application.
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What is an appropriate granularity for the decomposition of the
fusion process in a service-based environment?
The determination of an optimal granularity level for processing services is con-
sidered a major challenge for SDI development (Bernard et al. 2005). Although
coarse services are often preferred, the general rule should be to apply the right
granularity that best fits the intended application objective (Wilkes and Veryard
2004). Based on literature research and the separation into atomic, low-level and
high-level services by Erl (2008), in Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016),
a number of low-level fusion subtasks is considered most promising to implement
spatial data fusion in an SDI. Existing software tools, e.g. the 52°North WPS
framework, and processing libraries, e.g. GeoTools, provide functionality on a similar
granularity level, which eases their integration as services into the fusion workflow.
The following subtasks are distinguished:
1. Data search & retrieval gathers suitable input data for spatial data fusion; the
search is usually conducted through a geoportal in a manual or semi-automated
manner; the retrieval primarily deals with the parsing and filtering of spatial
data.
2. Data enhancement increases the fitness for use of each input data source;
although a certain quality level should be assured by the data provider, en-
hancement processes can support further processing.
3. Data harmonization bridges inequalities between the inputs that would oth-
erwise hamper the fusion process; it yields a basic comparability of spatial
datasets, especially for the performance of relation measurements.
4. Relation measurement quantifies spatial data relations and typically results in
a similarity measurement of features on the conceptual, type or representation
level.
5. Feature mapping qualifies spatial data relations and thus determines the type of
relationship between features; the mapping involves confidence measurements
that can be attached to a feature relation.
6. Resolving uses the qualified relations to achieve the envisaged fusion objective;
the resolving step includes conflict resolution strategies and the transfer or
merging of spatial data.
7. Data provision delivers the fusion result in an appropriate form for subsequent
use; it primarily addresses the encoding, storage and registration of fusion
results.
The chosen granularity is also found to be well suited for the formal description of
the fusion process proposed in Chapter 4 (Wiemann 2017), including common fusion
objectives. Moreover, it supports the composition of geoprocessing patterns that are
used to combine several fusion subtasks in a meaningful and reusable manner.
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How can the spatial data fusion process be formalized to facilitate
automated service chaining and execution in an SDI?
A formal description of geoprocesses is considered an important means to increase
the semantic interoperability of geoprocessing services (Brauner 2015). However, it
requires a common understanding of those processes, which is not an easy task for
the spatial data fusion process, given the multitude of approaches and definitions in
both literature and previous applications.
In Chapter 4 (Wiemann 2017), a formal description of the spatial data fusion
process is proposed using a set theoretic approach. It aligns to the ISO GFM, which
defines a feature as a composition of feature properties. The formalization particularly
addresses the spatial, temporal and thematic domain of a feature and describes fusion
objectives based on the difference between the real-world object or phenomenon and
its representation in the data. The following objectives are distinguished:
• Concatenation describes the union of all input feature representations in the
output.
• Accumulation is a concatenation of conceptually equivalent features in the
output; the process is called a densification, if the feature representations have
a specific property value extent, e.g. a spatial AOI, in common.
• Correction reduces the errors of input feature representations; errors are con-
sidered property values that are incorrectly attributed to the corresponding
real world phenomenon.
• Enrichment reduces the omission of input feature representations; the omis-
sion includes properties and property values that are not part of the feature
representation, but that are true for the corresponding real world phenomenon.
• Update replaces a feature representation with a newer, i.e. more recent, version
in the output.
• Difference computation results in deviations between feature representations;
It is usually the basis for subsequent spatial data validation.
In Chapter 4 (Wiemann 2017), the basic functional dependencies and data objects
participating in the fusion process are described on an abstract level. Together
with the fusion objectives, the dependencies are used to guide the user through the
workflow composition process by classifying fusion services and by filtering suitable
service instances. The same approach is applied to the description and filtering of
geoprocessing patterns, which are used to support the identification of meaningful
solutions to a given fusion objective.
In addition to the formal description of the fusion process, the workflows and
geoprocessing patterns composed by users are formally described. This ensures
interoperability in terms of a potential reuse and execution by third party components.
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For this purpose, the BPMN standard is suggested, as it provides both a common
visual notation and a corresponding XML-based workflow encoding. This allows
for a seamless integration of geoprocessing patterns into the workflow composition
process and the execution of workflows by a BPMN engine. However, in the case
of WPS, a customized BPMN engine is required to enable the communication with
OGC services.
Spatial Data Relations
How can spatial data relations be formally described, stored and
requested in an SDI?
The ability to identify, evaluate and use spatial data relations is a key element of
the data fusion process and determines the capabilities and limitations of information
retrieval. As outlined in Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016), the Linked Data
paradigm is considered the most appropriate solution for the modelling of spatial
data relations on the Web. The main reasons for that are the valuable connection
to the Semantic Web, the intensive efforts on standardization driven by the W3C
and the large number of tools already supporting those standards. In line with
other authors (e.g. Goodwin et al. 2008; Janowicz et al. 2013; Kuhn et al. 2014;
Schade and Smits 2012; Stadler et al. 2012), the Semantic Web is seen as an
ideal complement to the geospatial Web.
Based on the different options for Linked Data publishing outlined in Heath and
Bizer (2011), three approaches for the management and publishing of spatial data
relations in an SDI are described in Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016).
First, relations can be embedded by data providers as additional feature properties.
This is implemented as part of a data quality assurance task within the COBWEB
project (Wiemann et al. 2015), but requires a simplified relation encoding or RDF
support by spatial data services. A second option is the creation of proxy services
to wrap corresponding spatial data services. They provide RDF copies of original
feature representations that can be used to attach feature relations. However, both
approaches rely on a direct embedding of feature relations and restrict the creation
of additional relations by third parties. Thus, a third option, the implementation
of a mediation layer storing solely the feature relations, is implemented. It enables
the creation of complex relation instances on demand and independent from data
providers within an SDI.
In Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016), different ways to formally describe
spatial data relations using Linked Data principles are presented. The developed
framework enables the referencing of features via their respective Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI), the resolving of those URIs against spatial data services and the
linking of features by either embedded or stand-alone relation instances. Feature
relations are modelled as resource objects that provide information on the linked
features, associated relation types and corresponding relation measurements. They
are encoded as triple resources and exchanged using the RDF standard. They
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accordingly support different serialization formats, such as RDF/XML and RDF
Turtle.
If feature relations are not generated on request, a persistent storage or caching
mechanism can be realized. A simple solution to this is the use of the file system,
which organizes RDF files based on specific criteria, such as the applied input data
or the date of creation. Another, more advanced, solution is the use of a triple store,
which exposes a SPARQL interface for requesting relations. The W3C SPARQL
standard allows users to query and update RDF data held within such a triple store.
As an extension, the OGC GeoSPARQL standard adds basic capabilities for spatial
queries based on topological relationships and a serialization of geometries using
GML and Well-Known Text (WKT) literals.
How can spatial data relations be utilized for spatial information
retrieval?
For the application of spatial data relations as part of the fusion process, four usage
patterns are distinguished in Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016). The first is
the Linked Data access pattern, which involves operations to publish, find and bind
feature relations, e.g. held in a triple store, and to resolve the participating features
against spatial data services. On the other hand, the Linked Data crawling pattern is
applied to create or maintain feature relations on a regular basis for subsequent use
by applications implementing the Linked Data access pattern. The last two patterns,
namely restrictive and non-restrictive spatial data fusion, aim at the on demand
execution of the process. While the restrictive fusion pattern is used to operate
on previously specified spatial data sources, the non-restrictive fusion pattern adds
capabilities to dynamically identify suitable data and processing services to achieve
the specified fusion objective.
The use of Linked Data allows for the inference of implicitly stored information,
e.g. through the use of composition tables. This relies on certain relation properties,
such as symmetry, reflexivity and transitivity, as well as on equivalent, inverse or
disjoint relationships between certain feature relations. However, reasoning based
on composition tables quickly leads to a high computational complexity and should
therefore be optimized by including additional constraints (Bennett et al. 1997).
Basically the same applies to Linked Data queries, for which the complexity grows
exponentially with the traversal distance in the graph. For the implementation of
the use cases in this thesis, queries are accordingly kept as simple as possible to not
exceed a reasonable response time for applications on the Web (∼10s1).
An important aspect for the description of feature relations is the determination
and storage of information on uncertainty, which affects both relation measurements
and relation types. In Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard 2016), it is shown that
requested confidence thresholds can significantly influence the results of a relation
query. For the inference of information, uncertainty propagation is accordingly an
1estimated limit to keep the attention of a user; https://www.nngroup.com/articles/website-
response-times (accessed: 07.06.2016)
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important issue, as it ultimately determines the confidence of a final decision. This
is exemplarily shown in Chapter 3 (Wiemann 2016) for the estimation of species
movements based on crowdsourced observations.
While information on spatial data relations can be retrieved using the SPARQL
standard, it also requires semantics on the applied relation vocabulary and the
underlying data to be able to obtain meaningful information. The vocabulary used
in this thesis defines a core set of terms for the description of feature relations that
needs to be known by the client. However, it adopts external vocabularies where
applicable, e.g. for the description of topological relationships, the definition of
metadata elements and the encoding of change sets between features (Wiemann and
Bernard 2016, Chapter 2).
What can be considered a relevant spatial data relation?
Capabilities to create meaningful relations between spatial data sources are certainly
a key success factor for the inference of spatial information from related spatial data
sources in an SDI. However, the term meaningful is very subjective. In general, every
relation that somehow contributes to an application objective can be considered
meaningful. If they are persistently stored, relations that are frequently reused
are likely to become more important than relations that are rarely used. The
implemented use cases in this thesis demonstrate, that basic relationships, e.g. based
on spatial, temporal or thematic similarity measurements, already enable a variety
of applications.
In Chapter 3 (Wiemann 2016), the special role of the feature entity relations
is emphasized. Those relations can provide valuable information on the spatial
and temporal behaviour of real-world objects and phenomena. In the example,
identical, homologous and parthood relations are determined between individual
species observed by volunteers to assist biological monitoring. Those entity relations
can only be inferred from relations between feature concepts, types and representations
and are usually subject to uncertainty.
The importance and relevance of a feature relation is usually determined by the
underlying relation measurements. As shown in Chapter 2 (Wiemann and Bernard
2016), the most important measurements should be decisive, such that a relation is
considered true, only if the corresponding measurement complies with the pre-defined
threshold. If decisive relation measurements are computed first, they significantly
reduce the search space for potential relations during further processing. As an
example, the bounding box distance between features is used by many use cases. It is
easy to compute, expressive in terms of the spatial relationship and highly selective,
if the spatial distance between features is a decisive criterion.
6.2 Research Agenda
The vision of a fully flexible, reliable and meaningful combination of spatial data for
ad hoc information retrieval in an SDI, in particular the enablement of non-restrictive
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data fusion, still represents a major research frontier. To take a step further, this
thesis investigated possibilities and limitations for the combination of service-based
geoprocessing capabilities and Semantic Web technologies as a means to facilitate
the fusion of spatial data and to overcome the prevalent isolation of data in today’s
SDIs. From the research findings presented in the previous section, a number of
future research challenges can be concluded, mainly addressing the capabilities for
service-based spatial data fusion, the description of spatial data relations and the
inference of spatial information from those relationships.
Capabilities for spatial data fusion in SDIs
Spatial data fusion in an SDI is only possible, if spatial data is readily available and
accessible from spatial data services. In consequence, spatial data policies have a
significant influence on the applicability and transferability of fusion capabilities on
the Web. As a result of restrictive data policies, a large portion of spatial data on the
Web is only provided for visualization purposes with no explicit georeference (Batty
et al. 2010; Vandenbroucke 2014). However, raw spatial data is usually required to
implement a meaningful fusion process. To increase the data base available for spatial
data fusion on the Web, methods for feature extraction should be further elaborated.
Beside a number of well-established methods for feature extraction in the remote
sensing domain, this also includes methods to derive features from non-referenced
images (e.g. Moumtzidou et al. 2014; Pezeshk and Tutwiler 2011) or social
media (e.g. Han et al. 2014; Yin et al. 2012). In the VGI domain, data availability
is usually not an issue. However, due to the dynamic nature of the Web, various de
facto standards for spatial data encoding and retrieval exist. This variety hampers
the interoperable access to many spatial data sources and therefore requires further
integration efforts.
To enhance the capabilities for geoprocessing offered by an SDI, the developed
functionality, in this case on spatial data fusion, should be made persistently available
for testing and reuse by others. This could be based on the idea of an interoperability
test bed, such as proposed by (Jackson et al. 2011), or harness the potential of a
geoprocessing repository that provides functionality for on demand usage following
the moving code paradigm (Henzen et al. 2015; Müller et al. 2013). Furthermore,
usage scenarios for service-based geoprocessing in an SDI need to be further developed
with particular emphasis on the actual benefits for potential users. The most relevant
and useful applications could then be advanced towards an operational stage.
For the integration of specialized fusion processes into an SDI, existing approaches
must be reviewed with respect to their suitability for a decomposition and service-
based implementation. If appropriate, higher-level services can be used to support
specific applications. Nevertheless, a number of fusion processes, in particular those
with user interaction or strong functional dependencies and interrelations, will remain
subject to specialized GIS tools. Of particular importance is the balance between
effectiveness and efficiency of fusion processes. Although a reduction of process
complexity might lower the accuracy, i.e. precision and recall, of the identified
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relations, it might still be sufficient, as long as the uncertainty is assessed and
documented.
For the further development of fusion services in both quantity and quality, commu-
nity engagement is considered important and thus requires additional investigation
(Hofer 2015). Although previous efforts have shown that this is not an easy task
within the geoprocessing domain, further progress on the community-based creation,
registration and reuse of services should be made. This especially applies to the work
on geoprocessing patterns, for which user ratings and common adjustments within
previous applications can be of great value to future users.
Beside the availability of geoprocessing services and patterns, research is also
required to further automate the fusion process. This primarily addresses non-
restrictive data fusion, including the search for suitable input data, the determination
of applicable fusion processes and the creation of meaningful service chains in a
flexible and dynamic manner. Because of the heterogeneous nature of spatial data,
this also involves capabilities to enhance and harmonize spatial data to support
the automated comparison and alignment. This is in line with the general need for
better service mediation, which is required to bridge services instances that could
not directly be connected, due to either interface or data incompatibilities (Sheng
et al. 2014). While the former can already be decided during workflow composition,
the latter requires means to dynamically adapt a workflow based on the processed
data and corresponding metadata.
To enhance the workflow composition process by non-expert users, capabilities for
the abstraction of technical interface descriptions are needed. Therefore, methods
to describe processes on an abstract level, e.g. by the application of hierarchical
processing profiles (Müller 2015), and means to translate those abstract descriptions
into implementing service instances and executable fusion workflows need to be further
elaborated.
For the improvement of the fusion process in terms of computational performance
and scalability, ways to parallelize fusion tasks and the enablement of cloud computing
for on-demand access to geoprocessing service functionality should be investigated.
In addition, capabilities to move software code are certainly worth considering. It
uses encapsulated and well-described functional building blocks that can be deployed
and executed at the most appropriate network node, i.e. as close to the data as
possible (Müller et al. 2013). However, spatial data fusion has at minimum two
data inputs, which makes data transfer indispensable. Thus, strategies to identify
the optimal setting for service deployment need to be investigated. This includes
research on the distribution of input data and processing services, e.g. in a cloud
setup, as well as on an appropriate complexity of service-based fusion workflows.
In addition to the technical aspects of the fusion process, further emphasis should
be placed on the usefulness of the application, comprising usability and utility
(Nielsen 2012). Whereas the former addresses the application’s ease of use, the
latter evaluates whether the application actually provides the functionality required
by users. This demands extensive user studies and surveys to improve both aspects
in a reasonable way. Sophisticated real-world use cases and dissemination activities
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are required to demonstrate the actual advantages, including a cost-benefit analysis,
for spatial decision making processes.
Enhanced Description of Spatial Data Relations
For the handling of spatial data relations, the current implementation applies a
mediation approach, which allows for a flexible storage of feature relations indepen-
dently from the data providers. The drawback of this approach is, however, that all
links to feature resources are one-directional, which hampers the discovery of data
sources by relation traversal (Goodwin et al. 2008). While this seems reasonable for
temporary relations that are created for single use, it adds additional costs for the
registration and administration, when stored persistently. Important and frequently
used relations of a feature may be worth embedding as attributes. Since embedding
very much relies on the data providers, relations within the same dataset or the same
application domain, e.g. within a national SDI, are deemed to be most appropriate
for that kind of storage. Further research needs to address this separation to combine
both SPARQL requests and link traversal for spatial information retrieval.
Interoperability between applications serving spatial data relations can only be
achieved by a well-defined and documented set of vocabularies that can be agreed upon
for the communication of RDF data. In addition, links between existing vocabularies
and concepts need to be established, e.g. by using the SKOS vocabulary2. It is
essential that those efforts align with relevant existing ontologies, in particular those
provided by the Linked Open Vocabularies initiative3. It should be noted, however,
that terms must be used and reused consistently in order to remain meaningful and
reliable for reasoning applications (Halpin et al. 2010).
Further research on metadata is required to support the discovery and analysis
of feature relations. For RDF data, metadata can be attached either directly to a
relation or to a named graph comprising a set of relations. The former is especially
relevant for the description of quality elements, in particular similarity and confidence
metrics. The latter affects all relations in the graph and is particularly useful to
describe the related input datasets, the applied vocabularies or the process lineage
that led to the identification of feature relations. Especially for the discovery and
further utilization of these relations, ways to register the metadata in catalogues,
preferably together with the related spatial datasets, need to be investigated.
The resolving of features against spatial data services demands a consistent and
reliable URI management. Beside the technical aspects, i.e. the formal description
and resolving of URI patterns, there are various organizational issues that decide on
the capabilities to create, manage and synchronize globally unique feature identifiers.
In addition, the linking of coverage data, and in particular the definition of linkable
objects within such data sources, requires further research. A starting point could be
the filters defined by the OGC WCS interface specification, which allows to obtain
well-defined subsets of a coverage data cube. For the application of feature extraction
2https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference (accessed 04.05.2016)
3https://lov.okfn.org (accessed 04.05.2016)
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techniques, there are two options: first, extracted objects are stored separately and
linked accordingly. Second, a relation points to a process, which generates, i.e.
extracts, a feature from coverage data on-the-fly.
Inference of value-added Spatial Information
Currently, the reasoning process is restricted to feature relations, because there is
still a lack of support for RDF by OGC spatial data services. It accordingly requires
a custom transformation from OGC data standards to RDF (e.g. Brink et al. 2014;
Patroumpas et al. 2015) or vice versa (e.g. Jones et al. 2014), to access RDF
encoded spatial data served within an SDI. A similar proxy strategy is implemented
for OSM by the LinkedGeoData project4. Although relations could directly point to
such proxy representations, a direct support for RDF by spatial data services should
be further considered to avoid redundant data storage or proxies, and allow for RDF
representations directly served by spatial data services.
There are already a number of well-established inference rules for spatio-temporal
data, often based on composition tables and conceptual neighborhood graphs (e.g.
Allen 1983; Egenhofer and Al-taha 1992; Frank 1996; Freksa 1992; Mäs
2008). However, each application may introduce its own set of inference rules
for information retrieval, which may directly influence the fusion process, e.g. by
requiring specific fusion sub-processes to be executed by the workflow. It accordingly
requires means to formalize and use custom inference rules on existing relations.
Therefore, fusion processes and inference models need to be able to combine the
semantics attached to feature relations with the semantics carried with the data.
For example, an intersection between roads is computationally equivalent to an
intersection of rivers, but with very different implications. This generally requires
further efforts on the semantic enrichment of spatial data in SDIs.
Another important implication for the reasoning on spatial data relations is the
handling of imperfect or missing data. Since Linked Data must always be considered
as noisy and incomplete (Lopez et al. 2013), results may be greatly enhanced by the
introduction of integrity constraints, which are weighted depending on the application
relevance. In addition, the handling and exploitation of relation uncertainty needs
to be advanced, especially in terms of uncertainty propagation during the fusion
workflow and potential effects on the decision making process.
To support as many users as possible, the right level of abstraction from technolog-
ical and functional specifics of the underlying service infrastructure is an important
issue. Currently, Semantic Web users often directly interface with SPARQL endpoints
to request the desired information. This, in parts, also applies to the implementation
developed in the course of this thesis (Chapter 5). It accordingly requires knowledge
of RDF and SPARQL, which certainly keeps non-technical users from using the
application. Thus, further efforts on the development of abstract interfaces on top
of Semantic Web structures are needed. At this point, the translation of natural
4http://linkedgeodata.org (accessed 12.05.2016)
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language into SPARQL queries, as tested and reviewed by Lopez et al. (2013), is
considered most promising. However, in the case of spatial data fusion, it requires
not only the direct translation into formal queries, but also the determination of a
fusion target and the automated composition and execution of an appropriate fusion
workflow.
6.3 Conclusion
Spatial data on the Web is expected to further increase in quantity, quality and
importance to decision makers. Therefore, this thesis addresses the inherent need
for the combination of spatial data from multiple, often heterogeneously structured
data sources. Ways towards an interlinked spatial knowledge base are identified to
enhance the capabilities to generate value-added spatial data and spatial information.
The work represents a building block towards meaningful spatial decision making in
line with the visions of an integrated Digital Earth (Gore 1998) and a Semantic
Geospatial Web (Egenhofer 2002). The seamless integration of SDI and Semantic
Web developments facilitates widespread application and use beyond the geospatial
domain.
Related research work has been analyzed with respect to applications, method-
ologies and implementations. Based on this review, a general classification and
a functional decomposition of the spatial data fusion process are proposed. The
decomposition into well-defined low-level services is identified as most appropriate for
the implementation in an SDI and also for the formalized description of the fusion
processes.
The conceptual design of a service-based spatial data fusion process in Chapter 2
(Wiemann and Bernard 2016) combines SDI and Semantic Web technologies to
identify, describe and harness spatial data relations between features served by
different spatial data services. The underlying premise of the applied mediation
approach is that spatial data remains located in the SDI, which is specifically
developed for that purpose and already well-supported within the geospatial domain.
Spatial data relations, however, are described by means of the Semantic Web and
accordingly modelled following the Linked Data paradigm. It thus avoids the
transformation of spatial data into RDF, while still allowing for the reasoning on
spatial data relations using the SPARQL standard. The applied URI patterns for the
encoding of features in a feature relation enable a smooth resolving against spatial
data services within an SDI.
To classify and describe feature relations more precisely, four different views
on a feature, namely concept, type, entity and representation, are separated in
Chapter 3 (Wiemann 2016). It is shown that entity relations are of particular
importance. However, they cannot directly be measured, but need to be derived
from other types of relations. For the demonstration and validation of the concept,
an application of the implemented framework in the field of biological monitoring is
described. It exploits entity relations between individual species observations made
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by citizens. The developed methodology to estimate those feature relations is based
on an analysis of spatio-temporal movement patterns for difference species. For the
validation, a crowdsourcing approach is suggested. Moreover, a number of inference
rules are described to derive spatial information from the relationships, e.g. on a
possible species count or distribution. Although it remains to be seen whether or
not crowdsourcing can support biological monitoring processes, the application holds
great potential for further research and development.
To further enhance capabilities of ad hoc spatial data fusion in an SDI, the proposed
concept is extended in Chapter 4 (Wiemann 2017) with a formalized description of
the fusion process. Building upon a set theoretic description of the considered domain
of discourse, the structure of the general fusion process and common fusion objectives
are formally defined. This formalization supports the workflow composition process
by enabling the classification and filtering of processes based on supported fusion
objectives and an enhanced description of process inputs and outputs. Moreover, it
provides an additional abstraction layer to support the general understanding and
practical handling of the fusion process by decision makers.
The introduction of geoprocessing patterns in Chapter 4 (Wiemann 2017) enables
the description, storage and evaluation of service composites that can be applied
to solve common fusion tasks. Such patterns are expected to significantly increase
the applicability of spatial data fusion in an SDI. Furthermore, pre-defined geopro-
cessing patterns speed up and simplify the workflow composition process, which is
of particular interest for non-technical users. Existing geoprocessing patterns and
fusion workflows are encoded and exchanged using the BPMN specification, which
provides a standardized notation and XML encoding.
The implemented service framework described in Chapter 5 demonstrates the
feasibility of the developed concepts. It builds on a modular architecture and
specifies a number of interfaces and an RDF vocabulary to enable the extension with
additional fusion processes. The utilization of the WPS standard for geoprocessing
allows for the integration of external processing services. The Web interface is used
to access and demonstrate the implemented processing functionality and provides
support to flexibly combine spatial data obtained from distributed spatial data
services in an ad hoc manner. The open source policy allows third parties to freely
use, modify and distribute the developed software.
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